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ABSTRACT

A new technique for local contrast enhancement using rank-order filters with spatially adaptive neighborhoods is proposed.
The technique is based on the unsharp masking operation. However, instead a linear lowpass filtering we use various rank-
order smoothing operations. The smoothing is performed over the pixels of spatially adaptive neighborhoods of details to be
enhanced and their surrounding backgrounds. Various rank-order filters for local enhancement of small and middle-size
details are implemented. Computer simulation results using a real aerial image are provided and discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many different image enhancement techniques have been introduced to improve the visual appearance of images.1-13

These techniques may be broadly divided in two classes. The first class is based on decomposing an image onto high- and
low-frequency signals, manipulating them separately and then combining them. Examples of such methods are
homomorphic filtering1 and unsharp masking.2 The second class consists of various histogram modification techniques.3, 4, 5

An example of such techniques is the local histogram equalization.3 If we consider the local histogram of an image as a
probability distribution, then from information theory the most informative distribution is uniform. Therefore, if we
redistribute signal levels to obtain as uniform the local histogram as possible, the image information should be maximized.
Actually, this is not true. The quantity of image information cannot be increased with any transformation of the image. The
actual usefulness of the algorithm is in a better usage of intensity signal range, its ability to adaptively adjust the steepness of
the point-wise transformation to the values of the processed image.

The classical unsharp masking is one of the most commonly used methods for image enhancement because it works well
in many real applications. In this method a fraction of the high-frequency signal of an image is added to the original image
itself to form a locally enhanced image. Drawbacks of the unsharp masking are as follows. A linear highpass filter makes the
system very sensitive to noise. This results in undesirable noise enhancement in flat and high-contrast areas of even slightly
noisy images. The operation uses a constant scaling factor that may lead to overshoot artifacts in high-contract areas of the
image. Various methods have been proposed to improve the performance of the unsharp masking.6-13 The use of quadratic
filters instead of a linear highpass filter enhances details and edges in accordance with a human perceptual criterion. These
filters can be described as local mean weighted highpass filters. Weighting the highpass filter output by the local mean value
leads to enhancement in dark areas less than that of in bright areas. This coincides with Weber’s law.14
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Consequently the perceived noise is reduced comparing with that of the unsharp masking output. Recently simple cubic
operators for edge enhancement were proposed.9,10 The sharpening action in these algorithms is controlled by the output of
an edge detector. If the moving window (processing mask) is located across an edge of an image then the enhancement is
performed, otherwise the contribution of highpass filtering is reduced. In order to reduce artifacts in flat areas and to
increase the local contrast of medium-contrast details, two adaptive algorithms were proposed.8, 13 The first method8 controls
the sharpening action employing an adaptive filter based on the input contrast. Low-contrast details are more enhanced than
high-contrast details. Another adaptive unsharp masking algorithm13 enhances medium-contrast details more than high-
contrast details in such a way to avoid overshoot effects. In many images a slowly varying local background can be removed
to allow expansion of detail variations in full signal range, and thus increase contrast. An enhancement technique using local
statistical properties of background was suggested by Lee.6 The local mean and variance are calculated, and a transformation
to a desired local output mean and variance is performed. An approach based on the order statistic Laplacian operator was
proposed in Ref. 12. The method is much less sensitive to white Gaussian noise than the edge-enhancing operator employing
the Laplacian, while the edge enhancement of the method is comparable to that of the Laplacian.

These methods have all proven to be effective in local enhancing images. However, the methods discussed above use a
moving window with fixed size and shape (usually 3x3 pixels). This may not be equally effective in enhancing various
structures in an image, which can vary widely in size and shape. Examples such structures are fine edges and middle-size
details. Moreover, these structures can be degraded due to different kinds of noise. Obviously that additive noise could be
better suppressed using a large moving window. Thus there is a need to design a technique, which preserves and enhances
different structures in the original image, while eliminating noise. Methods using spatially adaptive filter mask
(neighborhood), whose size and shape are adjustable to local details to be processed, seem the most appropriate for this
purpose. The price for the adaptivity to the local signal is a high computational complexity of the methods. Recently, some
algorithms with adaptive filter masks for image enhancement were proposed.7, 11 In Ref. 11 an adaptive neighborhood is
defined as a set of surrounding pixels most closely correlated to the central pixel of a moving window. Using the adaptive
neighborhoods, two Laplacian-like algorithms were introduced as an improvement of the classical unsharp masking. In Ref.
7, a class of difference-type rank-order algorithms for local contrast enhancement was proposed. A highpass filtering is
considered as an enhanced difference between the central pixel of a moving window and a smoothed version of the original
image. The smoothing is performed with rank-order filters over various adaptive neighborhoods defined around the central
pixel of a moving window. Two essentially different types of smoothing can be subsequently used. The fist type is to
suppress noise without destroying important image details. The second type is a lowpass filtering of details to be enhanced.
The output of algorithms is a sum of the highpass filtered and smoothed signals. The crucial step of the overall processing is
rank-order adaptive smoothing.

Rank-order filters have received considerable attention in recent years.15-25 They exhibit excellent robustness properties
and provide solutions in many cases where linear filters are inappropriate. Perhaps the primary reason for their success in
image processing is that they can suppress noise without destroying important image details such as edges and fine lines.
Recently we proposed a class of rank-order filters that explicitly use spatial relations between image elements.22 The filters
utilize spatial and rank information of the input image within a moving window to produce the output. The output of the
proposed filters is a function over spatially connected elements including the central pixel of the moving window. In many
cases these filters outperform the conventional rank-order filters.

In this paper, we exploit rank-order filters with spatially adaptive neighborhoods to design new algorithms of local image
enhancement. The presentation is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review of smoothing techniques by various
rank-order filters. Section 3 introduces new algorithms of local image enhancement with rank-order smoothing. In Section 4,
we illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithms comparing with common used algorithms for local contrast
enhancement of a real aerial image. The comparison is made in terms of subjective criterion. Section 5 summarizes our
conclusions.

2. IMAGE SMOOTHING WITH RANK-ORDER FILTERS

In this section we briefly review two types of rank-order smoothing techniques. The first one is a smoothing with
conventional rank algorithms.7 The rank-order methods with spatial adaptive neighborhoods will be considered later.22 The
rank-order filtering is a locally adaptive processing of the signal in a moving window. First, using different neighborhoods,
we define desirable structures in the window. Next, the estimation approach can be applied to the elements of neighborhood
structures to compute an estimate of the central pixel of the window with respect to different smoothing criteria.

Let us introduce some useful notation and definitions: s={sn,m} is a vector of pixels of the image to be processed, that has
Q gray-scale levels of quantization; n, m are coordinates of the pixels, n=1,2,…N and m=1,2,…M; L=NxM is the image
matrix size; v ={vn,m} is a vector of pixels of the noise-free (original) image; mnv ,ˆv̂  is a vector of pixels of the resulting



image. The spatial neighborhood of arbitrary size for each image pixel can be defined as a set of pixels surrounding the
given one geometrically. Such a neighborhood consisting of pixels spatially nearest to the given one is referred to as the S-

neighborhood. Actually, pixels of the S-neighborhood coincide with ones of the moving window. In the case of non-
stationary additive noise as well as time-varying data, it is preferable to keep the size of the S-neighborhood sufficiently
small so that the signal and noise can be approximately considered stationary over the window area.

An important notion in order statistics is the variational row, which is defined as a one-dimensional sequence {V(r)} of H
pixels whose elements are sorted in ascending order with respect to their values: {V(r): V(r) V(r+1), r=1,2,..H}. Here V(r)
and r(V) are called the rth order statistics and the rank of the value V, respectively. Both the rank and any order statistics can
be easily computed from the local histogram of the signal distribution over the S-neighborhood. Moreover, all parameters of
rank-order filters are functions of local, or short time, histograms computed over the pixels of spatial neighborhoods.
Therefore, the computational complexity of the rank processing depends on calculation of local histograms. In digital
calculation of local histograms the shape of a moving window should be rectangular, because only in this case do fast
recursive algorithms exist.23 Parallel optical-digital methods of local histogram calculation have been also proposed.21 The
methods consist of a time-sequential threshold decomposition of an image followed by convolutions of the resulting binary
slices with a kernel and element-wise operations that are digitally performed on the convolution results.

To describe different structures in the image, we define the following subsets over either the S-neighborhood or the Sw-

neighborhood:7, 21 , 23

EV-neighborhood is a subset of pixels {vn,m} whose values deviate from the value of the central pixel vk,l at most by
predetermined quantities - v and + v:

vlkmnvlkmnlk vvvvvEV ,,,,, : . (1)

KNV-neighborhood is defined as a subset of a specified number K of pixels {vn,m} whose values are nearest to the value of
the central pixel vk,l:
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A subset of pixels whose ranks deviate from that of the central pixel at most by predetermined quantities - r and + r is called
the ER-neighborhood:

rlkmnrlkmnlk vrvrvrvvER ,,,,, : . (3)

The choice of neighborhood (NBH) is defined by the available a priori information on the processed image. For example, if
a priori information about the geometrical size K of the details to be preserved is known then the KNV-neighborhood can be
used. The parameter K is chosen of the order of the detail area to be preserved after further processing. The choice of the
EV-neighborhood helps us to take into account a priori information about either the spread of the signal to be preserved or
noise fluctuation to be suppressed. The ER-neighborhood is often used in edge extraction algorithms and for suppression of
a mixture of additive gaussian-type noise and noise with a distribution having heavy tails. The size of the ER-neighborhood
is determined by the part of the outliers in the distribution. Finally, note that the size of the S-neighborhood should be of the
order of the double size of the minimal structure to be preserved after processing. Three types of estimation from the theory
of robust estimation27 can be utilized to compute an estimate of the central pixel of the neighborhoods, namely the L-
estimator based on linear combination of order statistics, the R-estimator derived from rank tests; and the M-estimator or the
maximum likelihood estimator. All the types of estimation can be implemented using a few basic operations over the
introduced neighborhoods. The operations are defined as follows: SIZE(NBH) is the quantity of pixels forming the
neighborhood, MEAN(NBH) is the sample mean over the neighborhood, MED(NBH) is the median value over the
neighborhood, MIN(NBH) is the minimum over the neighborhood, MAX(NBH) is the maximum over the neighborhood,
CUT(NBH) is cross-cut through the neighborhood.7 Note that in practice the size of the moving window (the S-

neighborhood) is limited, and, in general, real-life images are not having locally constant means. Therefore, all the
mentioned estimates should be computed iteratively. It has to note that each iteration could change the properties of noise.
This implies that one should change the type of the used neighborhoods and operations over pixels of the neighborhoods. In
general, if the noise distribution is gaussian, then a better estimate is provided by the sample mean operation; if the noise
distribution has heavy tails then either the median or other order-statistics give a better result. For the case of one-sided
distributions, the minimum/maximum operations are appropriate.



The use of spatial neighborhoods in image processing reflects the fact that the pixels geometrically close to each other
belong to the same structure or detail. It is also assumed that the pixels belonging to the same detail of the image are highly
correlated of each other, and fall into the same cluster of the local histogram as that of the central pixel of the S-

neighborhood. However, the pixels constituting neighborhoods as defined above are not necessary spatially connected to the
central pixel (defined, for example, by their membership in one image detail), for which the neighborhood was formed.
Therefore, one can conclude that conventional rank-order filters do not explicitly exploit spatial relations between image
elements. We suggested22 to supplement the neighborhood definitions by requiring that all pixels of the used neighborhood
should be spatially connected of each other. Some important definitions pixel connectivity are needed. Two different pixels
vk,l  and vm,n are spatial neighbors if their coordinates satisfy the following conditions: k-m + l-n = , where  is a positive
constant, which is called the order of connectivity. A path from pixel vk,l  to pixel vm,n ,k m and l n is a sequence of the
pixels A1, A2, …, Ah, of a neighborhood where A1= vk,l , Ah= vm,n , and Ai+1 is a spatial neighbor of Ai,and i=1,…,h-1. Two
pixels are called spatially connected if there is a path between these pixels in a neighborhood. A spatially connected region
is a set of the pixels of the neighborhood X in which there is a path between any pair of its pixels, all of whose pixels also
belong to the set. We denote a spatially connected region with the order of connectivity  as CON (X). The parameter  is
well suited to describe connected regions of images corrupted with impulsive noise. In this case,  can be determined by the
probability of impulsive noise. In our algorithms used in computer simulations,  is equal to 1 or 2.

Using the definitions, we introduce the concept of an adaptive neighborhood (ANBH). The size and shape of an adaptive
neighborhood are dependent on characteristics of image data and on parameters, which define measures of homogeneity of
pixel sets. So an adaptive neighborhood is a spatially connected region constructed for each pixel, and it consists of all the
spatially connected pixels, which satisfy a property of similarity with the central pixel. The property of similarity can be well
described using the EV-, ER-, KNV-neighborhoods introduced in Section 2. First we form the EV-, ER-, KNV-neighborhoods
from the pixels of the moving window, then, from these neighborhoods, we construct spatially connected regions including
the central pixel. New sets are adaptive neighborhoods, which are referred to as the AEV-, AER-, AKNV-neighborhoods,
respectively. Note that an adaptive neighborhood is not formed across region boundaries; therefore, noise suppression will
not blur image edges as often happens with other techniques. The output of filtering is a value computed as the basic
operations MEAN(ANBH), MED(ANBH), MIN(ANBH), MAX(ANBH), CUT(ANBH) at all possible pixels in the adaptive
neighborhood. The operations may be iteratively applied several times.

Using the definitions, adaptive neighborhoods (ANBH) can be introduced. The size and shape of an adaptive
neighborhood are dependent on characteristics of image data and on parameters, which define measures of homogeneity of
pixel sets. An adaptive neighborhood is a spatially connected region constructed for each pixel, and it consists of all the
spatially connected pixels, which satisfy a property of similarity with the central pixel. The property of similarity can be well
described using the EV-, ER-, KNV-neighborhoods. First we form the EV-, ER-, KNV-neighborhoods from the pixels of the
moving window, then, from these neighborhoods, we construct spatially connected regions including the central pixel. New
sets are adaptive neighborhoods, which are referred to as the AEV-, AER-, AKNV-neighborhoods, respectively. These
adaptive neighborhoods are defined as follows.
AEV-neighborhood is a subset of pixels {vn,m} of the S-neighborhood which are spatially connected with the central pixel vk,l,
and whose values deviate from the value of the central pixel at most by predetermined quantities - v and + v:

vlkmnvlkmnlk vvvvCONvAEV ,,,,, : . (4)

AKNV-neighborhood is a subset of a specified number K of pixels {vn,m} of the S-neighborhood which are spatially
connected with the central pixel vk,l, and whose values are nearest to the value of the central pixel vk,l:
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AER-neighborhood is a subset of pixels {vn,m} of the S-neighborhood which are spatially connected with the central pixel vk,l,
and whose ranks computed over the S-neighborhood deviate from that of the central pixel at most by predetermined
quantities - r and + r:

rlkmnrlkmnlk vrvrvrvCONvAER ,,,,, : . (6)



Fast algorithms with the use of binary morphological operations26 to construct spatially adaptive neighborhoods were
proposed.22 The choice of an adaptive neighborhood is defined by the available a priori information on the processed image.
Note that an adaptive neighborhood is not formed across region boundaries; therefore, noise suppression will not blur image
edges as often happens with other techniques. The output of filtering is a value computed as the basic operations
MEAN(ANBH), MED(ANBH), SIZE(ANBH), MIN(ANBH), MAX(ANBH), CUT(ANBH) at all possible pixels in the adaptive
neighborhood. The operations may be iteratively applied several times. Many rank-order processing techniques may be
implemented by applying the adaptive neighborhood concept, such as noise suppression, local contrast enhancement, and
detail extraction.

3. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHMS

Extraction and enhancement of details and edges are very popular tasks of image processing. Difference-type algorithms
can be employed for this purpose. In these algorithms, an enhanced difference between estimates of detail pixels and ones of
smoothed surrounding background is added to a smoothed version of the original image. For example, the visual appearance
of an image can be improved by enhancing the edge information in it. It can be made with the unsharp masking. In this
method, a highpass version of the image, calculated as an enhanced difference between the central pixel of a moving
window and a smoothed version of the image, is added to the image itself. Note that image enhancement can be considered
complementary to image smoothing. The smoothing makes an image more homogeneous within a neighborhood of each
pixel. Conversely, image enhancement algorithms emphasize local image non-uniformities. The smoothing can be
performed by applying rank-order filters over various adaptive neighborhoods defined around the central pixel of the
moving window.

In practice, details are degraded due to noise. The objective is to design adaptive algorithms, which preserve and enhance
details of the original image, while eliminating noise and undesirable structures. Two classes of algorithms are designed
using two different models of combining the detail and background components. They call additive and switching models.
The former consider of an image as a sum of detail and background signals.

lk
Bg

lk
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lk vvv ,,, . (7)

A direct method of reducing local slowly varying portions of an image, to allow increased level variation in image details, is
subtraction of local background estimates from the image. The described in the preceding section rank-order filters have
been successfully used for estimating the image background. Therefore, the algorithms can be written as follows:

lklklk vSMTHvgv ,,,
ˆ , (8)

where lkvSMTH , is a local smoothing operation by rank-order filters described in the previous section, g(x) is a scaling

function. Unsharp masking is a simple version of this procedure. Note that in unsharp masking the scaling function is linear,
that is, g(x)= Cx.Here C is a constant gain factor. A drawback of the linear function is that overshoot effects on an enhanced
image (false black and white contours along edges) often appear. To emphasize the medium-contrast details in an image
more than high-contrast details to avoid overshoot artifacts on an enhanced image, we use the following scaling fuction:
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where thresholds TL and TH  avoid the sharpening operation in flat and very high-contrast areas,  is a positive value of the
function maximum location that helps to control a proper enhancement of medium-contrast details.
The second type of algorithms is better suited for practical applications. Let us introduce some needed notions. Details to be
enhanced are defined as local gray-scale signal variations, which are known to be present in the original image. The pixels of
each detail are spatially connected to each other. We use spatially adaptive neighborhoods defined in the previous section  to
define various details in the image. Next we define for each detail its background as a slowly varying signal within a moving
window that is spatially surrounded the detail. The thickness of the background depends on statistics of noise. It should
contain enough pixels to obtain a good estimate by smoothing the background. In practice, the thickness is about 2-3 pixels.



The region of support of the background is calculated from the region of support of the detail by applying several times the
morphological dilation operation.26 Another useful parameter denoted as R is the maximal distance from the central element
of the window to background pixels to be taken into account for further calculation of the difference between estimates of
the detail and its background. The parameter R depends on a concrete task. For example, for edge enhancement algorithms
the parameter should be assigned as small as possible to produce fine enhanced edges. For the case of middle-size detail
enhancement, the parameter is greater than the size of the detail, and it can be computed at each position of a moving
window. The notions are illustrated in Fig. 1.
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                                            Fig. 1. Illustration of notations used in image enhancement algorithms

The algorithms are based on the switching model, where image details are imbedded into image background.
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where bk,l is a binary switching function, which defines the region of support of details.
Algorithms of enhancement of image details of a given size on the base of this model can be written as
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where lk
D vNBH , , lk

Bg vNBH ,  are sets of detail and background pixels, respectively. RvNBH lk
Bg

,,  contains pixels of

the background, which are located within the distance R from the central pixel. The thresholds ThrD and ThrBg are minimal
numbers of detail and background pixels to perform the enhancement operation. So the algorithm carries out contract
enhancement of details having the size between ThrD and the size of the moving window. If the size of a detected detail less
than the threshold value ThrD, then the algorithm substitute the central pixel by the smoothed value of the background. Note
that in this way small undesirable structures can be easily detected and removed. If the detected detail is meaningful, then
the algorithm results either in a smoothed detail signal if the background pixels located too far from the central pixel or in an
enhanced detail signal obtained by the difference-type operation. If the image is degraded due to additive and impulsive
noise then a robust image enhancement algorithm is rewritten as
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In our compute simulations we use the following robust image enhancement algorithm:
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where lklk vAEVRvS ,, ,  is the set of the surrounding background pixels obtained as a difference between the pixels of

S-neighborhood located within the distance R from the central pixel and the pixels of spatially adaptive EV-neighborhood.
The additive noise is suppressed by the arithmetic averaging inside the AEV-neighborhood of the (k,l)th image pixel, while
spiky noise and small undesirable details are removed by the median operation over the background.

4. COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS

This section presents the experimental results of applying the proposed and commonly used methods for local contrast
enhancement of details in a real aerial image. Fig. 2(a) shows the original image of 256x256 pixels, each pixel has 256
levels of quantization. We are interested in answering how well, relative to the other algorithms, does each perform in terms
of robust enhancing details. However, it is difficult to define a criterion to accurately quantify the performance of
algorithms. Ramponi9 proposed to calculate the local variance of the original and processed images over the pixels of 3x3
moving window. However, this method is appropriate for edge or fine detail enhancement in noise-free images. Since the
objective of local detail enhancement is an improvement of visual appearance of details, we use a subjective visual criterion.

The objective of our computer experiment is to enhance small- and middle-size details, such as structure of agricultural
land, roads, etc. We compare the following algorithms. UM is the classical unsharp masking using a 3x3 convolution mask.2

The scaling parameter is 0.7. S-CUM is a cubic separable unsharp masking.10 The scaling parameter equals 0.0006. NS-
CUM is a cubic non-separable unsharp masking with the scaling parameter of 0.0006.10 OSUM is a order statistic unsharp
masking algorithm using a 3x3 order statistic Laplacian.12 The scaling parameter is taken 1.25. In order to reduce unpleasant
overshoot artifacts in the output image, for all listed algorithms we truncate the correction values to make them stay within
the range [-50, 50]. The proposed algorithm is given in Eq.(13). We use the algorithm parameters as follows. The size of the
moving window is 11x11. The AEV-neighborhood with the order of connectivity of 1 is used to form a spatially adaptive
neighborhood around each pixel. The threshold size values of minimal background and detail are chosen ThrD=2, ThrBg=2.
This means that we are going to enhance image details having the size between 2 and the size of the window. The impulsive
noise and details consisting of a single pixel will be removed. The parameter R is chosen 3. The thresholds TL and TH are 5
and 50, respectively. The scaling constant C equals 0.2, and  is equal 25.

Figs. 2(b), 3(a, b), 4(a, b) show the result images enhanced by the algorithms. We observe that all algorithms yield a good
performance on image edges. The cubic and order statistics based algorithms have a strong smoothing capability in flat
image areas, while UM algorithm enhances noise. All methods, excluding the proposed method, use a 3x3 moving window.
This is way they are ineffective in enhancing middle-size structures in the image. Thanks to spatially adaptive
neighborhoods, only the proposed method is able to do that.



      
                                       (a)                                                                                         (b)

                           Fig. 2. (a) Original aerial image,  (b) locally enhanced by unsharp masking.

      
                                       (a)                                                                                         (b)

                         Fig. 3. Enhancement by cubic unsharp masking (a) S-CUM , (b) NS_CUM.



      
                                       (a)                                                                                         (b)

                         Fig. 4. Enhancement using order statistics by: (a) OSUM, (b) proposed algorithm

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new approach for local contrast enhancement using rank-order filters with spatially
adaptive neighborhoods. The approach is based on difference-type operations between details to be enhanced and their
surrounding background. To perform a lowpass filtering we exploited various rank-order smoothing operations. The
smoothing is performed over the pixels of spatially adaptive neighborhoods. Various robust rank-order algorithms for local
detail enhancement have been implemented. Computer simulation results using a real aerial image have shown superiority of
the proposed algorithms comparing with conventional algorithms.
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